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ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION: Complete denture is the standard treatment for entirely edentulous patients. However, patients may have major problems using their traditional complete dentures due to lack of retention, support and stability and the associated chewing capacity compromise. Endosseous implants proved a successful therapy for these patients. Different overdenture attachment systems could be used for mandibular implant overdentures to improve denture retention and stability.

AIM OF THE STUDY: this study aimed to study the retention of the prosthesis with different implant number and different attachment systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The model was used in two groups according to the number of implants. Group A model with two loaded implants in the canine area. Group B model with four loaded implants in the canine area and in the second premolar area. Each group was divided into three sub-groups with different attachment systems positioner, bar & ball. Retention of attachments was tested by universal testing machine.

RESULTS: It was observed that there was statistically significant difference between the different attachment systems, as bar attachment showed higher retentive force value with mean = 101.47 ± 25.04 compared with locator attachment with mean =55.53 ± 15.98 and ball attachment with mean = 52.71 ± 12.56. P value ≤ 0.05.

CONCLUSIONS: bar attachment group showed favourable retentive force compared with locator and ball attachment, and four implants overdenture showed higher retentive force compared with two implants overdenture.
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INTRODUCTION
Edentulism, according to the Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms, is defined as the state of being without any natural permanent teeth (1).

The conventional treatment for completely edentulous patient is complete denture. Edentulous patients may have major difficulties while using their conventional full dentures because of lack of stability, support, and retention also because the related chewing capacity compromised. Endosseous implants had already proven useful for rehabilitation for completely edentulous patients. A mandibular implant overdenture was seen to enhance chewing function and patient satisfaction in patients with complete denture who choose an implant overdenture alternative (2).

This is agreed that the use of two implant overdenture is not the gold standard for implant therapy, it is the minimum standard that should be appropriate for many people, taking performance, satisfaction of the patient, cost and clinical time into consideration. The use of two implants with an overdenture will give edentulous patients long-term neuromuscular benefits (3,4).

Burns(5) first who tried to answer the question “if a practitioner concludes that a patient would be best treated with an implant overdenture, what percentage implants should be placed?” He found no reply due to lack of adequate data for dealing with this subject

Sadowsky(6) then Suggested many implants for mandibular overdenture where jaw anatomy is sensitive, elevated occlusal forces or high retention requirements are present, or where implant length but 8 mm or implant width but 3.5 mm is used

A symposium was held on May 24–25, 2002 at McGill University in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, during which experts presented 15 papers on the efficacy of overdenture for the care of edentulous patients. The consensus was that the overdenture assisted by two implants would become the primary treatment option for the edentulous mandible, while no information concerning the perfect type of attachment was given (7).

A systematic review was presented by Klemetti(8) discussing the following clinical concern: “Is there a certain number of implants needed to retain an overdenture?” in the light of his work, Overdentures with two implants and a bar extension have the least amount of complications in the mandible.

To some degree, the decision on the amount of implants that fits a particular clinical situation is subjective...
and relies on the experience and expertise of the clinician, as well as on other factors. However, in 2002 and 2009, respectively, two consensus statements about the number of implants to be used with removable implant-assisted overdentures were issued. Both statements of consensus suggested that removable implants should be considered as the first-choice standard of treatment for an edentulous mandible (7, 9).

Thomason et al. (10) aimed to present the existing facts and reasoning in support of the statements of agreement between McGill and York. The result was that there is now sufficient evidence to support the idea that a two-implant overdenture would become the first treatment option for the edentulous mandible. Nevertheless, there was no information provided about the varied choices in the attachment systems, i.e., bar, ball, and locator potential adjunctive benefits with the use of additional implants. The included trials were all observations where patients obtained either new full traditional dentures in both the maxilla and mandible or implant-assisted mandibular overdenture as opposed to a new traditional maxilla denture.

Different overdenture attachment systems are also used for mandibular implant overdentures to enhance denture durability and stability. Ball, bar, type of magnet, and locator are the most common attachment systems. In general, the option of an attachment system was in line with practitioners’ experience and preferences (2).

A wide range of commercially available attachment systems are used to bind implants to mandibular overdentures, either by splinting the implants or by unsplinting. The anatomical situation of the mandible, desired retention level, hygienic maintenance ability, implant parallelism, and considerations of the price are important factors in the selection of the appropriate form of overdenture attachment (11). Splinting systems are suggested in the case of implant angulation differences, while unsplinting systems are typically indicated in clinical circumstances where interarch space is reduced (12).

The most common attachment used for unsplinted implants is that the ball attachment. This attachment system can be a prosthetic idea that is effective, practical, and comparatively low cost. It also has some drawbacks as high-profile design that results in high concentration of stress patterns at the ball's neck transmitting significant quantities of stress to the bone and implant. The other downside of the ball attachment is the resin and metal clips can wear easily, thus reducing prosthesis retention (13, 14, 15).

The bar attachment in contrast allow splinting of implants and improve retention and stability. However, the oral hygiene criteria may have difficulties. The positioner attachment manufactured is a resilient, prefabricated, non-splinted attachment with a minimum vertical height 3.17 mm on external hex implants and only 2.5 mm for a non-hexed internal connection implant which serves as an advantage for cases with small inter-occlusal height. Short profile distance of positioner attachment was found to be beneficial and was related to lowering the load conducted to the implant. It can be demonstrated by that the length of the lever arm, which has a greater mechanical advantage (16, 17, 18, 19).

The positioner attachment design allows the ability to compensate up to 20° vertical plane implant angulations equal to 40° divergence between two implants which avoids the need for angled abutment positioning. This mechanism reveals great benefit by doubling the retention area known as “Dual retention” to ensure long-lasting retention (20, 21).

The exact number of implants needed to have an acceptable outcome for mandibular implant overdenture care remains questionable. It has been recognized that for many patients the importance of fewer implants as a price saving strategy features a merit. In some cases, however, the use of very two implants is suggested to provide greater overdenture stability and to maintain the supporting peri-implant bone (22).

Few research contrasted different attachments in a way that was beneficial to clinical decision taking. This research was therefore performed to determine the durability of the different attachment systems in regarding the number of implants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mandibular edentulous acrylic model. (Acrostone Dental Manufacture, England)
Dental implants analogs (diameter, 3.6 mm; length, 12 mm) (dentium, Korea)
Acryle resin mandibular overdentures fabricated with heat cure PMMA (Acrostone Dental Manufacture, England)
Self-cure acrylic resin (Acrostone Dental Manufacture, England)
Prefabricated ball/o‑ring attachment (dentium, Korea)
Prefabricated positioner/locator attachment (dentium, Korea)
Hader bar and clip attachment (Rhien83, Germany)
Universal testing machine.

METHODOLOGY

Preparation of the model

An edentulous mandibular stone model was replicated into heat-curing acrylic resin without ridge undercuts (Acrostone Dental Manufacture, England) and used all of the experiment (Figure 1). In the canine and second premolar regions of the model four channels were drilled parallel to each other using a dental milling machine (Bredent GmbH & Co, Senden, Germany). Four spiral threaded dentium (Dentium Superline – Dentium Inc., Seoul, Korea) implants were inserted with torque wrench in the drilled holes.

The model was used in the two groups according to the number of implants loaded. The first group received only two loaded implants in the canine area, while the second group received four loaded implants in the canine area and in the second premolar area.

Group A was subdivided into three subgroups:
I- The two implants loaded in the canine area received two solitary bar attachments
II- The two implants loaded in the canine area received two positioner attachments
III- The two implants loaded in the canine area received a bar attachment with Only one clip in the fitting surface of the acrylic base.

Group B was subdivided into three subgroups:
I- The four implants received four solitary bar attachments.
II- The four implants received four solitary positioner attachments.
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III- The four implants received three bar attachments with three clips in the fitting surface of the overdenture.

**Fabrication of the mandibular overdenture**

Maxillary and mandibular trial denture bases with wax occlusion rims were constructed on the duplicated stone model and mounted on mean value articulator. Six mandibular trial denture bases were constructed on the mounted duplicated stone models. The same set size mandibular acrylic teeth (size 22) were arranged on all the trial denture bases with keeping the opposing maxillary trial denture base in place to ensure standardization of all mandibular dentures.

Flasking and packing using heat cure polymethyl methacrylate were performed for the six mandibular trial dentures. Finishing and polishing were done for all the overdentures using conventional methods (Figure 2).

**Pick-up of the different attachments**

Each attachment system was screwed to each implant under torque 20 N using torque wrench. Then white blockout spacer ring was placed around each abutment, then a metallic housing was placed over each abutment and was pressed down to ensure that the abutment engages. The areas where the caps touch the overdenture were relieved using an acrylic bur. The overdenture was placed to ensure that the caps are in no way in contact with the acrylic overdenture.

Throughout the denture, lingual vent openings were made to envision the complete seating and to vent excess material. Self-cure PMMA was mixed and applied in the denture relief areas and then sat over the caps, and stayed until the material was set. The finishing and polishing was performed to acrylic resin.

**Retention test**

The experimental overdenture has attached to four 15-cm-long metal wires through metal loops. The end of the wires was connected a 5×5 cm2 metal plate with four drilled openings at the corners. The wires were balanced to increase or decrease their length by tightening the wires attached to the plate before increasing measurement to reduce slackness (Figure 3).

At the base of the test model, a metal bar projection was built anteroposteriorly around the cast core. This bar was used to fasten the test model to the test machine frame. The model's occlusal plane was mounted, along with the test machine's horizontal plane of the metal base. The machine was balanced and equilibrated using a computer algorithm to compensate for the weight of the experimental overdentures and wires. The testing machine has been used to conduct vertically oriented four-point tensile forces on the metal frame to separate the attachments from the abutments (Figure 4).

The testing machine was set at a fixed 50 mm/min crosshead speed to simulate the speed of the overdenture motion away from the ridge during action. The maximum loads needed to disengage the overdenture (in N) from the test model (retaining force) were measured.

**Statistical Analysis:**

Normality was checked using plots and normality tests and the variable showed normal distribution, so means and standard deviations (SD) were calculated. Comparison of the 2 main groups (different numbers of implants) was done using Independent Samples T test, while comparing different attachment systems was done using ANOVA followed by Tuckey post hoc test with adjustment for many comparisons. Significance was set at P ≤0.05. Analysis of data was done using IBM SPSS statistical software (version 23).
Results

This research was conducted to measure the retention of implant-assisted mandibular overdenture with various implant numbers using three different attachment designs: ball, locator and bar. Data were collected, tabulated, and statistically presented as follows.

Table 1 showed the comparing values of the Retentive force (N) of the overdenture with different implant numbers.

When comparing values of retentive force with different implant numbers, it was observed that there was statistically significant difference between the different implant numbers, as four implants supported overdentures showed a higher retentive force value with mean = 86.43 ± 28.63 compared with two implants supported overdentures with mean = 53.38 ± 18.26. P value ≤ 0.05.

Table 2 showed that the comparing values of the Retentive force (N) of the overdenture with various Attachment Systems.

While when comparing values of retentive force with different attachment systems, it was observed that there was statistically significant difference between the different attachment systems, as bar attachment showed higher retentive force value with mean = 101.47 ± 25.04 compared with locator attachment with mean = 55.53 ± 15.98 and ball attachment with mean = 52.71 ± 12.56. P value ≤ 0.05.

Table 3 showed the comparing values of the Retentive force (N) of the overdenture with different implant number and different Attachment Systems.

Moreover, it was observed that there was statistically significant difference between the different attachment systems in relation to different implant number, as three bar attachments over four implants showed higher retentive force value with mean = 124.92 ± 6.92.

It was observed that there was no statistically significant difference in the value of the retentive force between ball attachment and locator attachment.

Table 1: showed the comparing values of the Retentive force (N) of the overdenture with different implant numbers.

Discussion

The underlying idea of using retentive implant-overdenture systems for the care of edentulous patients is to improve the retention and stability of the dentures, thus promoting chewing ability and patient satisfaction and compliance (23,24).

Locator form, ball, and conventional bar attachments are the widely used anchorage systems in implant-supported overdentures and have empirical evidence for their effectiveness. Those attachment systems were also chosen for this analysis (25,26).

The present in vitro study was aimed to investigate the effect of using ball, locator and bar attachments and compare the retention measurement of implant-assisted mandibular overdenture.
A mandibular completely edentulous silicone mould was used to form mandibular stone cast and a mandibular acrylic resin model (Acrostone Dental Manufacture, England). Heat cure acrylic resin was selected to be used for installation of implants as appropriate elastic modulus for bone analog material was recorded. It was also easy to machine and was strong enough for cyclic testing (27).

The upper and lower stone casts were placed on a mean value articulator and acrylic teeth were arranged. The maxillary record base was kept on the articulator while the six mandibular record bases were interchanged on the same mounting to preserve the same maxillo-mandibular relation during arrangement of mandibular acrylic teeth to ensure standardization of all the mandibular overdentures. The mandibular canines were arranged to be 22 mm apart (11 mm from the midline) which simulate the distance between two natural canines (28).

Each implant was 12 mm long and 3.6 mm in diameter. The 12 mm length was chosen as it is considered as an adequate length to obtain optimum stress distribution around the implants (29).

To test the retention force of the overdentures under analysis, the model was fastened to the base of the universal testing machine using the 90° custom made jig. Allowing the application of the tensile force perpendicular to the occlusal plane as much as possible to simulate axially directed dislodging forces when denture is in function. The cross head speed of the universal testing machine was set at 50 mm/min (30,31).

In this study, it has been found that statistically significant variations exist between the different implant numbers, as four implants supported overdentures showed higher retentive force value compared with two implants supported overdentures. This result was in line with Scherer M, McGlumphy E, Seghi R, Campagni W. An experiment was carried out using four different types of commercially available attachments, used sequentially in different locations on the model to test the effects of retention and stability of overdentures based on implant number and distribution (31). Sadig W also established that the 2-implant design provides less retention and stability than in the four implant model. Number of implants and type of attachments significantly impacted the retention and stability of overdentures assisted by implants (14). Abdulamajeed A, H.Hassan R founded that stability and retention of implant supported overdenture is greatly impacted by implant number and position as the number of implant increase retention and stability of implant supported overdenture have increased (33). Elmowafy DA, Emera RMK, Hegazy SA founded that while both 2 implants and 3 implants supported mandibular overdenture with attachments to OT Equator gave the same clinical result. The three-implants retained mandibular overdenture gave superior retention forces (34).

However many studies founded that there were no major variations between the 2 and 4 overdentures assisted by implants. Meijer et al. reported the ten year information from Batenburg et al.'s previously published paper and reported that there was no significant correlation between patients presented with a mandibular overdenture of two or four implants with respect to soft tissue clinical condition, radiographic bone loss, patient outcomes and surgical and prosthetic follow up care. A two-implant overdenture has been recommended for reasons of cost-effectiveness (35,36). This variation may be due to the fact that patient satisfaction is dependent on them.

Results of this study have also shown that statistically significant difference exists between the different attachment systems, as the bar attachment had a higher retaining force value compared with ball and locator attachments. They do have a few drawbacks though; they are initially more costly, hard to fix, and it seems difficult to maintain oral hygiene, particularly for weak elderly people. Ball anchors were favored by clinicians compared to the bar attachments because they were less sensitive, expense-effective, easy to use and to fix (16,37).

However many studies founded that locator attachment showed higher retentive force value compared with bar attachment. Elsayed EL founded that Locator attachments are preferred to sustain overdentures across Dolder bar attachments, because Locator attachments were based on high retention and stability after wearing simulation with limited retention loss. Only the retention and stability of transparent and pink Locator plugs (14.24-43.66 N) following wear simulation were still above the minimum possible retention (10-20 N) required to reach good patient comfort (38).

This finding is similar to Burns et al. In the anterior mandible thirty specimens were given four implants. Three various types of overdenture attachments were produced for each subject and/or attached to the implants: bar attachments over four implants, two ball attachments and bar attachments over two implants. Those subjects provided all three forms of attachments for around 1 year each. Data were obtained at baseline, and for forms of care at 6 and 12 months. The bar attachment over four implants provided greater retention of the prosthesis than the other forms of treatment in this study (39).

This research was carried out under a guided experimental simulation in order to test the retentive forces of three different types of attachment systems used mostly for overdentures assisted by implants. Nevertheless, the experimental design may have had a few drawbacks. The sample size of the experiment used was fairly small, but was comparable according to past studies (40). It should be noted that only mono-directional forces have been applied for the current in vitro study, which do not represent a practical model for a clinical case with overdentures (41,42).
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